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INTRODUCTION 

Department 

Surface plate inspectors can appro~imate a number of functional gages 
using standard fixtures. This approach fits nicely into situations where 
a lot (batch) of similar parts do not all require variables inspection 
data.. These go or not-go surface plate gages will be as accurate as the 
care and,planning taken by the inspector in their setup. 

The surface plate gage setups illustrated are compatible with the 
Mil-Std-8C and ASA Yl4.5 dimensioning and tolerancing standards when the 
MMC (Maximum Material Condition) callouts are specified. They are espe
cially useful methods. of evaluating initial production parts when func
tional gages are not yet availabl~ and can be constructed to reflect wear 
and gage tolerances, if desired. 

SURFACE PLATE GAGE SETUPS 

Figure 1 shows a pin that must be straight within .002 inch total indi
cator reading when it is at MMC (.400 inch in dia.) and can deviate to a 
straightness of .004 inch total indicator reading when .398 inch in dia. 
Instead of measuring each pin to its exact dia., and then computing the 
exact straightness tolerance required, (i.e., a .3992 dia. pin is allowed 
a .0028 inch total i~dicator reading), the inspector can more rapidly 
inspect a series of these parts with the setup shown in Figure 2. 

The surface plate gage in Figure 2 has a .402 (.400 MMC dia. plus .002 
stra.ightness at MMC) opening. The pin must merely roll under the "bridge" 
to be acceptable, providing it is no larger than' .400 inch in dia., and 
smaller than· .398 inch in dia. 

Figure 3 shows. a simple thickness requirement that is readily gaged with 
the two go and not-go gage stacks shown in Figure 4. These same methods 
could be used to check the pi,n limits in Figure 1 if other gages are not 
available. 

Figure 5 shows a new method of locating a hole pattern on a part where the 
hole patt~rn location is not critical. Here the part designer is parti
cularly interested in controlling the "break out" material between the 
hole and part periphery. The holes could be positionally toleranced and 
this figure will b~ referenced again when we discuss Figures 15 and 16. 
Figure 6 shows a setup that will not accept an out of tolerance hole 
location for each of the. four holes. The part periphery is placed on 
the gage block stack and the pin, which is ~lamped to the V block, should 
not enter any hole when the. part is relocated at each hole. The pin need 
only be somewhat smaller than the minimum hole size specified to be used. 

Figure 7 illustrates a part with a variable perpendicularity tolerance. 
When the hole is finished to .505 inch india., the perpendicularity is 
.005 inch total indicator reading; when the hole is finished to .510 inch 
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dia., the perpendicularity may increase to .010 inch total indicator 
reading. (All finished hole sizes in between have corresponding perpendi
cularity tolerances). 

Figure 8 ·shows the functional setup gage consisting of a .500 dia. gage 
pin (. 505 MK: hole size minus .005 inch perpendicularity tolerallce allowed 
at MMC) clamped in a V Block. If the part fits over the pin and_datum 
surface ~ contacts the V Block - the part is acceptable providing the hole 
size is within the .505 to .510 inch dia. limits. 

Figure 9 illustrates a difficult part to inspect us.ing conventional means. 
The gage stack shown in Figure 10 is a· true functional gage~ (A discus;. 
sion of the tolerance variables and slot to Datum Feature B relationships 
might. take up the major portion of this paper if discussed.) Suffice to 
say, the gage setup has a 2.000 inch distance between the outer sage 
blocks to·accommodate Part Datum-Feature Bat MMC (2.000 inch on the 
finished part); a .500 inch wide slot gage (the slot is allowed no 
symmetry tolerance when it is .500 inch; and up to .010 symmetry tolerance 
when it is .·510 inch wide) and the entire gage stack is placed on a surfac-e 
plate ,which must cont~ct Part Datum Surface A. during gaging. If the 
part enters the gage, the inspector need only inspect the .510 inch max. 
slot width and 1.995 inch min. Datum B width to complete the inspection. 

Figure 11 illustrates another difficult to inspect part. To relieve the 
inspector of several calculations and individual setups depending on the 
actual size of Datum Feature A, the single functional gage setup shown in 
Figure 12 will suffice. The .600 inch dia. gage pin (.605 inch MMC hole 
minus the .005 inch dia. concentricity tolerance allowed at MHC) and the 
.400 inch· dia. pin (the MMC_size of the datum hole) should be coaxial. 
If both pins enter and bottom in each hole, then all the inspector must 
do to complete the inspection is to check the .605 inch, .610 inch and 
.402 inch limits. 

·Figure 13 has omitted the series of basic coordinate contour locating 
dimensions for clarity ·and shows a contour tolerance of .010 total indi
cato·r reading normal to the basic contour. The inspection of such a 
requirement is time cOnsuming (to say the least) using normal setup. 
procedure~. Figure 14 show~ the go gage that can be set u~consisting 
of standard surface plate equipment. The pin sizes are determined by 
drawing. a greatly magnified layout of the contour and then fitting 

' magnified gage pins (a series of circles) to ·achieve a useful contour 
where the circles (pins) contact the go. (maximum) contour. (The layout 
_would be identical to Figure 14 except at a much larger scale.) This. 
kind of gage can monitor production at a rapid rate. 

Figure 15 shows a part containing a·pattern of clearance holes located 
from part surfaces B and C •. Each hole has a variable location and 
relation tolerance ( .010 inch tolerance when . 510 inch dia., .017 inch 
tolerance when .517 inch dia., etc.) that is allowed because of the MloC 
callout. 

The setup gage, Figure 16, is complex and requires careful planning and 
could be held in place, as could the contour gage in Figure 14, by 
magnetic force instead of clamps if the part is non-magnetic. The pins 
(items 4) are all .500 inch in dia. (.510 inch hole at MMC minus .010 
inch tolerance allowed at MMC) and their centers are .750 inch and 
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1.750 inch basic from the angle plate and the parallel. The part holes 
should fit over the form gage pins and surfaces B and C should contact 
the angle plate and parallels for acceptance. The part primary datum sur
face should be able to be aligned parallel to the surface plate, which 
supports all these items in this plan view. The insPector must then 
check the .510 - .520 inch hole size limits to complete the inspection. 

Not all of these setups are perfect (what is!) but they will speed up 
acceptance rates. I hope this paper will encourage inspection organiza
tions to develop additional gage· setups that are specifically oriented 
towards their own products. 

Reference: Functional Gaging of Positionally Toleranced Parts 
ASTME Manufacturing Data Series Book, 1964 

This work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission. 
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